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Executive Summary 

The Committee of 14 State Red Cross, State Education and Hpa-an University laureates packaged the 
“Football-based social cohesion and peace promotion” coaching practice in mobilization, advocacy, and 
participatory planning process; implemented by 7 staff trainers, 4 part-time trainers, site based 111 revolving 
graduate trainers and 83 community/teacher coaches at 33 school FB fields where events repeated at 12 
sites. It has reached the 2,781 middle schoolers1 of Karen Buddhist majorities in 9:5 gender ratio. An average 
of 100 middle schoolers got trained by 5 coaches, 5 hours a day for 5 days to run into interschool football 
festival day, resulting at touching and behavioral intention of leadership and development concepts. 
Receiving parents and neighborhood surrounded, taking responsibility for logistics and physical participation 
result at wider communities to witness, decide and incorporate the unity and negotiation skills, accepting 
their youth as leaders for the future.    

This local idea was concerted from global UNSW experience piloted on action research by Football United in 
latter half of 2016. This is three years (2016-18) project of $237,800 budget and will continue until end 2019. 
Through running these activities, the project reached over 4000 local youth and their families2. With support 
from UEFA Foundation for Children, Football United constructed the ‘Football Centre’ in Hpa-an late 2018 by 
donation of 5 hectares rubber field to State Red Cross Supervisory Committee, expected to finish in February 
2019.  This provides communities to continue subsidized events on a social business approach to sustain the 
project. The project covered 6 conflict impacted townships in the State, catalyzed the union of youth and 
rebuilt the social cohesion of different Ethnic residents. This successful model is to be replicated into Kachin 
and Shan conflict impacted States, pursuing peace at the grassroot level.  

The evaluation regarded the project as value to money, highly advocating to attentive influential cluster in 
the State, very relevant to changing stance of war-torn State, turned its resource to situations by revolving it 
resign and management structures, about to produce satisfactory results of sustaining its model. The report 
inserted some recommendations and attaches 8 annexes worth of further reading.  

I. PROJECT CONTEXT  

1. Background  
Myanmar is currently confronting multiple challenges in its reform process and peace building including 
finding a sustainable end to more than half a century of armed conflict and rebuilding the ‘social contract' 
between and among the state and diverse social groups. Kayin State is one of the most war-torn states in 
Myanmar. Although communities in the Kayin state have seen lives changed by the ceasefires, levels of trust 
to government and ethnic arm forces remain understandably low. In addition to this, affected communities’ 
participation and contribution in rebuilding social contract is still in question. Literature highlights that while 
national-level peace agreements and political dialogue may create a conductive space, they are not a 
guarantee that there will be instance peace in the affected communities without solving social conflicts and 
need a lot of social cohesion and racial harmony work to be done in the grassroots level.  

Country Director of Football United for Myanmar, Kayin State Red Cross senior officials and Hpa-an University 
team had a meeting in July 2013 and the Hpa-an team proposed about joint operation focusing on social 
cohesion, grassroots peacebuilding and reconciliation by using football’s social power; at that time FUn was 
running football-based youth and community development program in Mawlamyine in collaboration with 
Mawlamyine University and Mon State Red Cross.  

The project idea was generated based on the university team’s interest on football-based youth-led social 
cohesion and grassroots peacebuilding working with and for the university students and local youth in 
conflict-affected area.   

                                                           
1 Myawady 679, Kawkareik 559, Hpa-an 499, Kya In Seik Gyi 472, Hlaing Bwe 181, Male 63%, female 37% 13-14 years, grade 8th and 9th 
2 Total population in Kayin State 1.3 million, demography 25% has no formal education. 43% completed primaries. 19% completed secondaries. 
421,545 was pool of which 40% were less than 18 years, 21% were less than 10 years 
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2. Project Design  
The importance of engaging young people shaping lasting peace was officially recognized by the UN Security 
Council in a groundbreaking resolution on Youth, Peace and Security in December 2015. There is evidence to 
suggest that engaging youth positively and giving them a stake in their societies during the transition period 
after violent conflict is important for long-term peace and stability.  

Football United (FUn) believes that social cohesion and reconciliation is relationship-centered, and thus 
requires approaches that put relationships and trust building at the centre of relief, development, conflict 
prevention, reconstruction and reconciliation and includes mechanism working with and strengthening 
conflict-affected communities can help to close the power gap between communities and Government, 
Ethnic Armed Groups, national--level NGOs, INGOs and international actors.  

Based on the demand, the project was designed to empower university youth to become local change agents 
leading social cohesion, grassroots peace and reconciliation initiatives with and for their community. They 
will work in context of conflict-affected communities which is unique, with different local histories, 
experiences and aspirations and different needs. Flexibility is in the center of their program in term of youth 
and community engagement, participation and contribution to social cohesion, grassroots peace and 
reconciliation and that will lead to sustainable one as it is locally driven and owned.  

The project is designed to recognize local capacity and build the capacity of local actors, particularly university 
and youth, to articulate their needs and concerns. The intervention is prepared in accordance with 
uniqueness of local context and maximize local communities’ resilience and their coping strategies.  

See the evolving design of the project effective 2019 in Annex 6. 

3. Underlying concepts of the project  
• Johan Galtung’s conflict triangle 

• Intergroup Contact theory 

• Positive youth development approach 

• Conflict transformation framework and sport for peace ideology 

• Experiential learning methodology 

• Theory of change  

4. Project description  
Project Name Football-based Social Cohesion, Grassroots Peace and Reconciliation Project 

Project Period January 2017 to December 2018 

Project Budget 1. Paung Ku (MMK 13,920,000 for 2017, 12 months)  

2. Laureus Sport for Good Foundation (USD 100,000 for 2017 and 2018, 24 months)  

3. Paung Sie Facilities (USD 68,037 for 2017 and 2018, 24 months)  

4. UEFA Foundation for Children (Euro 48,000 for 2018, 12 months)  

Total 24 months budget = MMK 13,920,000 + USD 168,037 + Euro 48,000 

Donors 2017: 1) Paung Ku, 2) Paung Sie Facilities, 3) Laureus Sport for Good Foundation  

2018: 1) Paung Sie Facilities, 2) Laureus Sport for Good Foundation, 3) UEFA 
Foundation for Children 

Project Area 2017: 20 sites (see details in annex1) 2018: 33 sites (see details in annex-1)  
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5. Project Impact, Expected Outcomes & Results (Outputs):   
To improve awareness, understanding and willingness to act in promoting tolerance and inter-group dialogue 
in targeted communities in six townships of Kayin State. 

• Outcome-1: Increased competence, confidence and effectiveness of participating university students 
in stimulating demonstrable positive changes in attitudes, beliefs and actions in grassroots 
community peacebuilding and reconciliation initiatives.  

• Outcome-2: Strengthened bonds established at community level and evidence of commitment to 
build on trust, relationships, and reciprocity.  

• Output-1: An effective committee and project team is established and increasingly skilled in planning, 
managing and growing the project networks, and influencing a diverse range of stakeholders.  

• Output-2: Successful recruitment, retention and development of a large team of Hpa-an university 
student volunteers committed to delivering football for peace coaching sessions.  

• Output-3: A critical level of local understanding, collaboration, trust and leadership is established in 
targeted areas for the project values and activities.  

• Output-4: Positive identity, community connectedness, civic responsibility and a sense of belonging 
are improved among participating youth, their families and communities in project areas.  

Based on evidences, theories and the local demands, Football United piloted a project in Kayin State in 2016. 
Based on the piloting experiences, the project design was modified to maximize the project’s impact and 
sustainability and the revised project was recommenced in 2017. Over 300 student/graduate volunteers from 
Hpa-an University had ever been trained as football coaches cum social change agents. 115 were qualified to 
run football-based social cohesion and grassroots peacebuilding activities in 33 project sites across 6 out of 
7 townships in Kayin State. Through running these activities, the project reached over 4000 local youth and 
their families3. With support from UEFA Foundation for Children, Football United constructed the ‘Football 
Centre’ in Hpa-an late 2018 by donation of 5 hectares rubber field to State Red Cross Supervisory Committee, 
expected to finish in February 2019.  This will provide communities to continue subsidized events on a social 
business approach to sustain the project.  

II. METHODOLOGY  

Type of evaluation was formative on impact, accountability and learning, designing the expansion of the 
project4.  

Literature review of narratives; project document, progress reports, project summary phase 2, trainers 
manual, reporting templates, M&E templates could see the quantitative frames, conceptual understanding 
of operations, activities, achievements and its concentration into outcomes.  

Accompanying project staff and coach trainers into camp-based trainings, school gala days where 
competitions convened to cross visit into cross check and balance of how resources taking into actions. This 
was strengthened by meeting with project team. Increased interest led into interviewing of range of 
stakeholders and beneficiaries using FGD, KI and ground scoring of important indicators.  

Collection of these findings granted the evaluation team to certify by participating at Project Management 
Committee meeting with Donor Representative, and at Program Review with range of Stakeholders. This 
allowed detailing into project design and evolving steps of refining, such as no cost extension and further pull 
into EAGs ethnic armed groups, and the program review also provided window to know more of State 
education officials and Professors from the University.  

  

                                                           
3 Total population in Kayin State 1.3 million, demography 25% has no formal education. 43% completed primaries. 19% completed secondaries. 
421,545 was pool of which 40% were less than 18 years, 21% were less than 10 years 
4 See Page 2, TOR of End of Project Evaluation 6 pages 
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Time line and scope of project population witnessed were; 

Site Date KI FGD Observation Remark 

Myawaddy:  
Waishan, Kele, Kyone Doe villages 

1 January 
2019 

2 1 1 Preparation of 
community events 

Kya In Seik Gyi:  
Tagun Daing village 

2 January 
2019 

1 1 1 Gala Day 

Kawkareik:  
Chaung Taung village 

3 January 
2019 

1 0 1 Gala Day 

Hlaing Bwe:  
Pai Kyone sub-town 

4 January 
2019 

3 0 0 Meetings 

Hpa-pun:  
Kama Maung town and Katihti village 

5 January 
2019 

3 2 0 Good Practice 

Kawkayeik:  
Hto Kaw Koe camp 

6 January 
2019 

2 0 1 FB Festival 

Hpa-an:  
Wei Gyi village 

7January 
2019 

2 0 2 Donor visit, MRCS, 
Centre construction 

Hpa-an city 8 January 
2019 

  1 Program review 
meeting 

Total events 23  

  

Evaluation areas (examined by closely knitted questions) were; 

1. Profile & structure of the village, school, teachers and students 

2. Comparative process of connection, selection, approval, and launching of the training by coaches 

3. Respondents’ memory, feelings, aspirations on the event 

4. Community perspectives on letting their children into training, participation into football teams, time 

and budget incurred 

5. Teachers’ view and involvement, how training impacted on overall student life and pace of governing 

that teachers inserted 

6. Strength and Weakness of the event that they think, produce and identify 

7. Linking this event with other village or school activities 

8. Advice on the future of the project, and their determination and commitment around 

9. Most significant changes if discuss outcome and future 

 

The team focused on asking above questions which answered key guiding questions of evaluation. 
Communication skills such as icebreaking, probing, leading, snowballing was carefully interactive in order to 
generate richness of information. Depth and coverage of questions depended on dialect, knowledge, degree 
of interest over the project, and time the respondent could spend the conversation.   

Expecting language barrier in the project sites, the team tried to get help from the Karen speaking staff of 
Hpa-an based 3MDG recipient another project. The consultant in the roll out, noticed the helping hand of 
other Karen speaking teachers indirectly involved with, and as soon as realizing that the respondent Karen 
ethnic students could understand the question in Burmese at least, assistance was taken elsewhere. Three 
more days in addition to eight field working days was taken to assess spillover effects into other non-project 
villages and schools. Content analysis was used in order to verify the emergence of relevant leadership and 
development data from the interview conversations. Angles of analysis were; 

1. Visible changes were clarified whether to regard as significant and whether these mainstreamed into 

objectives, outcomes and outputs, or deviated due to methodology choices (Relevance) 

2. Conduct analysis on project indicators defined in LFM and M&E against the risk assumption and value 

to money statements (Efficiency) 

3. Cumulative effect of the project ascertained against do no harm on an individual, gender and 

institutions (Effectiveness)  
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4. “While reaching out to 2,731 students and hundreds of communities, project team especially 7 staff, 

115 coaches and 85 volunteers received diverse acceptance, cooperation and fund from 

communities at 33 sites form 6 townships”, how it was commented and recognized from Kayin State 

government education officials and general community  

5. Ascertain whether Inter school and sub-township level FB matches been held regardless of local 

dialect, religion, ethnicity and presence of local armed groups in the territory 

6. Training modules were assessed against the quality of coaching on the ground 

7. Whether the Committee5 and project team up and running, networking and influencing diversity 

8. Successful recruitment and retention of student volunteers  

9. Community in 6 townships engagement and ownership, relationships and reciprocity in line with 

competency of university student coaches 

10. Community leadership at middle schoolers and general community  

11. Civics and sense of belonging of families  

12. Ability of project to sustain and exit screened against what to be known as Social Business Idea to 

hand over by 2019 

The achievement of quantitative indicators was collected and given by project staff and core trainers when 
fielding came to an end, and these indicators were assessed against project evaluation framework, 
implementation plan, history as reflected from serial progress reports sent out to Paung Ku, Laureus and 
UEFA serving as associated factors of no-cost extension into PSF6. 

III. FINDINGS  

Summary Achievement towards Project Goal: To create a more harmonious and cohesive society, and to heal 
the social wounds inflicted by long term conflict: To assess the implementation process and initial impact of 
the project, with feedback on the achievements as well as to facilitate learning for improvement of design 
and management of future projects, and in order to demonstrate accountability to donors and beneficiaries. 

The Committee of 14 State Red Cross, State Education and Hpa-an University laureates packaged the 
“Football-based social cohesion and peace promotion” coaching practice in mobilization, advocacy, and 
participatory planning process; implemented by 7 staff trainers, 4 part-time trainers, with site-based 
involvement of 111 revolving graduate trainers and 83 community/teacher coaches at 33 school FB fields 
where 12 repeated. It has reached the 2,781 middle schoolers of Karen Buddhist majorities7 in 9:5 gender 
ratio. An average of 100 middle schoolers got trained by 5 coaches, 5 hours a day for 5 days to run into 
interschool football competition day, resulting at touching of leadership and development concepts. As 
parents and neighborhood around responsible for logistics and physical participation resulted at wider 
communities to witness, decide and incorporate the unity and negotiation skills, accepting their youth as 
leaders for the future, while youth behaviorally intended to do so.   

This summary was in line with “Implementation Plan”8. Observations at gala days identified the estimated 90 
audience watching the matches at the same time, given the 8 gala 2017 and 25 gala 2018, amounting to total 
2,970 audience. In addition, the spill over study also witnessed dropping in of passengers (pointed out by 
local coach volunteers who were teachers or villagers hosting the match) from neighborhood watching the 
matches. Hence it certified that project has reached total of 4,800 direct and indirect beneficiaries.  There 
was no fighting, hate speech and disputes heard and physically identified during the observations; 1. During 
coach trainings, 2. Entry and exit meetings with school and villagers 3. Gala days 4. Second gala days in 12 
sites 5. Evaluation interviews 6. Ad hoc festivals in KNU military camps. Hence it was regarded that the project 
could contribute to regional initiatives on promotion of harmonious and cohesive society.  

                                                           
5 Known as Project Management Committee or Project Steering Committee, see Page 12-15 of in Project Proposal Stage 2 Project Description 
6 See Annex 3 Summary Project History 
7 (Male: Female 1745:1036), 94% Buddhist, 6% Christian-Muslim, 70% Karen, 21% Burmese, 7% Mon-Shan-Palaung  
8 Project Proposal to PSF, Stage 2 project description (See Annex) 
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Result 1 Built and institutionalized capacity and capability of Hpa-an university and its student 
volunteers to be able to lead the project  

This is clear that throughout the intermittent two years financial, human resource management and technical 
capacity of project serial trainings, hands-on supervision by Project Director, Steering from Committee, 
exposure to field, day-to-day working hours, improved interpersonal relationship and transparent 
comradeship in between them led to time to time improvement of full time staff, part time coach trainers 
and school/village volunteers to advocate, communicate, educate, and lead the frontier activity of coaching 
middle level students and receive appreciation from teachers, parents, village administration, youth leaders 
and communities.  

Result 2 Among the trained Hpa-an University student volunteers, trust and confidence were 
improved, engagement and participation in community services were increased with constructive 
use of football for social change methodology 

As of report Q2 2018, Hpa-an university students’ sense of belonging and civic attitude towards their 
community was improved, their social connectedness and sense of social responsibility were increased, and 
positive youth and community connection was explored in the mid-term study. It was again certified by mid-
term evaluation report.  

Result 3 Critical local collaboration with trust and confidence on youth-led social cohesion, 
reconciliation     and peace initiatives was established and strengthened  

 Integration of university-based and community-based model: In 2016 project pilot phase, the project trialed 
university-based model such as trained university students to become champions to work and for their 
community to promote social cohesion, peacebuilding and reconciliation. By 2017, the project organized and 
delivered community coaching courses for local teachers, village volunteers and provided leadership 
opportunities for the university student volunteers and local community volunteers.  The accomplishment of 
Football for Peace festivals and gala days in the targeted communities highlighted successful integration of 
university-based model and community-based model. The consultant 2017 designed the integrated model 
as central element of community mobilization, youth-led peace and social cohesion promotion and 
sustainability of the program in the community and recognized the importance of diversity of ethnics’ 
participation as an indicator.  The project can’t reach that level without collaboration and coordination 
between Kayin State Red Cross, Hpa-an University, Kayin State Education Department and government 
schools in project area, local administrative bodies and local community groups. 

Result 4 Positive identity, community connectedness, civic responsibility and sense of belonging are 
improved and awareness on peace and reconciliation issues are increased among youth and their 
families in project area 

Received remarks from the BGF, KNU and Chief Minister at committing this project, especially Chief Minister 
saw the project as countering the hate speech in the State9  

Project design complex context and sensitive content in the multiple stakeholders, in the area of sports, 
education, peace and reconciliation, area tranquility, getting support from local armed group and state level 
government in varying degree of involvement and cooperation facing the big challenge of university doing 
cultural peace work by collaborating with outside organization while appropriating the university students in 
the historical responsibility to be leaders of the communities10 received statistically significant improvement 
during mid-term evaluation.    

  

                                                           
9 Project history 
10 Project history 
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Key activity 1. Establish Project Steering Committee at Hpa-an University to oversee and supervise project 
activities  
Following the initial discussion between UNSW, MRCS branch of Hpa-an University and State MRCS, the 
Project Steering Committee11 was established on 13 February 2016. The committee convened regular two 
monthly meetings. It served as a catalyst to formulate the project, identify the operation needs and hence 
establish management mechanisms, identify pertinent reporting formats and create more awareness over 
the new project in the city. The relative strength of the committee was their ability to connect with UNSW 
and its team overseas, draw and update six monthly and annual workplans, identify and liaise with relevant 
authorities to recognize, allow advocacy and coordination to site-based villages and autonomous areas. The 
organogram and mechanism evolved through two project years and to date was defined12. Its name later 
changed as Project Working Committee and had 14 members. Project partners were Hpa-an university, Kayin 
State Red Cross Supervisory Committee, Hpa-an university red cross branch, Kayin State Education 
department, Participating schools in project areas, Football United, and donor organizations.  

Its formal functions were; 

• Stakeholders management 

• Program management 

• Staff and volunteer capacity building 

• Logistics quality control and risk management 

• Financial tasks 

From 2017 the project year 2, the committee recruited Project Officer and delegated her day to day 
management function of the Working Committee, hence give rise to current mechanism.  

Decision making; was 1st line: Project staff and volunteers, 2nd line: Key implementing partners, Committee, 
and 3rd line: Program Director, FB United at the organization level, SPHCM UNSW at project support role, 
financial arrangement by UNSW Grant Management Office  

Key activity 2. Recruit Hpa-an University students, who live in conflicted affected area and are interested 
in grassroots football coaching, arranged to attend capacity building training 
Through concerted efforts from Project Steering Committee, the shared idea of recruiting project volunteers 
from student or graduate pool in touch with university came out. Color of project allowing flexible work times 
brought many volunteers who were residents of city, travelling round the border towns, and those still in 
their studies. Enthusiasm to participate at the project let total of 115 university students13, and later 
expanded to sustain project activities in the communities by recruiting total of 83 community volunteers, 52 
of which were teachers working with local high or middle schools. Those available from the university coach 
team accompanied the site-based coaching and training at project villages14.  The first training by 
international UNSW trainer was recognized by State Ministers and MRCS.  

Key activity 3. Football for social cohesion, grassroots peace and reconciliation coaching manual 
development  
The community coaching licensed Australia FB federation manual was adapted to the local needs and utilized 
on the ground15. The evaluation found manual in Burmese version always distributed at project schools, seen 
coach teacher volunteers handing out while coming to the meeting with consultant. It had 47 pages, 
translation is easy to understand with illustrations, composed of 8 lessons, 9 annexes, each chapter having 
“lesson”, “discussion guide” and take home “worksheet”.  Annexes described warming up and cooling down 
exercises, small sided games, Coaches’ duty of care, Child protection, Code of conduct for coaches, rights and 
responsibilities of coaches, Social media policy, Incident management and Personal injury record. Both 

                                                           
11 The project budgeted recognized 22% for organization development, See Project history 
12 Stage 2 Project Description as “Project Structure” 
13 Initial idea to have 50 but 80 applications received in late 2016, Annex 3 Summary Project History 
14 Table 1 to 7 Football United Myanmar, Project activity data, table 1-7. By October 2017 73 coaches yet delivered 
15 See attached file: Playing Football Promoting Peace Manual V2.pdf in Burmese  
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community volunteers and university coaches explained they did not have any difficulty of using manual. 
There was no update or revision of manual during the project time.  

Key activity 4. Participatory planning and evaluation manual development  
Human resource management tools were developed and utilized, witnessed in filing; process flow chart, (11 
HR forms, record forms, report forms and evaluation forms) and templates used for project activities, training 
entry and attendance forms, Trainer debriefing and incident report, Project evaluation questionnaire (Pre 
and Post), Training evaluation form and report, storytelling form. 16  

Project evaluation questionnaire (internal) was based on balance score system and had five sections to 
measure how well the process was, to identify the need to socially helping others, life skills of the coach, 
relationship to environment and friends, and social welfare.  

Training evaluation form let the trainer to score the improvement of knowledge, attitude, practice and 
format of the training on; subject matter, manual and handouts, in class and field-based training qualities, 
and group exercises. It also had open ended question on strength, weakness and things to improve section. 
Project evaluation framework was developed following the midterm evaluation by independent consultant 
end 201717.  

Key activity 5. Project impact study guideline and tools development 
Story telling form was opportunity of coaches and beneficiaries to share significant changes during project 
activities, should be community, students, neighborhood, and village elders’ sharing, with identification of 
actors, reasons of tagging it most significant and manifestation of issues.  In early 2018, the project team 
received 35 reports from university student volunteer coaches about the most significant change stories 
happened at their project sites. Project team and team leader volunteers conducted first level selection of 
the reports and the project steering committee member and the project consultant made final selection of 
5 stories to follow up at villages where the stories rooted18. 

Key activity 6. Participatory planning and evaluation workshop for working committee and key 
stakeholders 
In early 2018, the project team was able to accomplish mixed -method (use of both qualitative and 
quantitative data collection methods) for project evaluation tasks and identified positive outcomes of the 
project. The project steering committee and project staff got chance to learn process in the mixed method 
evaluation and triangulation of qualitative and quantitative findings and implication of the project evaluation 
for the next phase of the project.  

Project team conducted mid-term evaluation in December 2017 (it was end-line for 2017 project year as 
well). The survey questionnaire measured;  
- Sense of belonging: this scale measured a sense of belonging in a community program. Youth are asked 

to report how connected, committed, supported, and accepted they feel in a specific program they are 
attending.   

- Civic attitude:  This scale measured civic attitudes related to participation in community service. The 
items assess the extent to which youth are willing to assume responsibility to help others and solve 
societal problems. 

- Social connectedness: This scale measured the degree to which youth feel connected to others in their 
social environment.   

- Responsible choices: this scale measured good behavior, hard work, personal responsibility, and fairness 
as critical part of Youth Social Competencies; and  

- Positive youth and community connection: this scale measured youths’ sense of pride and willingness to 
participate in volunteer efforts to improve their community.   

  

                                                           
16 Football United – Forms and templates for procurement, logistics, finance and human resource management  
17 See midterm evaluation report 
18 See midterm evaluation report  
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Key activity 7. Provision of football coaching training for university student volunteers (FFA youth license 
standard) 
In collaboration with Coaches Across Continents (CAC), Football United organized 4-day long “Football for 
Social Impact” training in Hpa-an from 27th to 30th of November 2017. Two CAC coaches came from the USA 
delivered the course at Kayin State Sport Stadium in Hpa-an and total 79 participants attended (with 30% 
drop out in two-year time), with specific selection of 10 coach trainers from conflict impacted areas. During 
the 4-day long training, the project staff and volunteers participated in the following football-based 
teaching/learning activities;  

- Skills for Life promoting Self-Directed Learning, 
- Health and Wellness including HIV behavior change, 
- Female Empowerment including gender equity, 
- Conflict Prevention including social inclusion, 
- Child Rights Education, 
- Women’s Rights Policy Education, and 
- Sport for Fun 

Key activity 8. Provision of training for football based social cohesion and grassroots peace & reconciliation 
coaching, community mobilization, advocacy and participatory planning training for student volunteers  
The program director provided training using the manual to same audience which equip coaches to deliver 
training clubbed with cross cutting social and developmental issues.  

- 2017 October rolled out further trainings in addition to USA based 2 coaches  
- 2017 December Socio-mobilization & Project Cycle Management training provided, Basic accounting 

course provided  
- 2017 Summer Coaching Clinic detailed, and improved coaching skills tailored to their experience in 

the filed 
- 2017 June 13 students attended residential coach educator course hosted by Dagon University 

Key activity 9. Performance review on the trained university student volunteers  
Coaches when coming back from the village sites, they filled the reporting forms which allowed the project 
to review and measure the effectiveness of the training and atmosphere of the communities.  

Key activity 10. Organize and run participatory planning workshop with selected student volunteers to 
deliver football based social cohesion, peace and reconciliation activities in conflict affected area 
In the fourth quarterly report 2017, the plan to organize youth forum was postponed to December 2018 as 
Football United received a capital grant from UEFA Foundation to construct a football for peace center in 
Hpa-an, then the launch of the center would have to involve youth forum and disseminating football for 
peace work in Myanmar.   

Key activity 11. Equip qualified university students to be able to run football coaching program at selected 
village-tracts in post-conflict area 
IEC materials, audiovisual equipment, trainers’ manual, promotion materials19 – vinyl posters, banners, and 
flyers, field equipment such as cones, briefs, cups, balls and nets, trainers’ uniforms, and rehearsed 
construction of goal and formation of temporary fields all allowed trainers to convene.   

Key activity 12. Project launch and advocacy to authorities and other important relevant NGOs, CBOs  
- 2016 June 21 project launching was attended by State level ministers  
- 2016 August 14 Football festival modelled for intended fair play matches processed experience gain, 

communications, collaborations, costing for uniforms, transport, building trust, mutual respect, 
value to project activities. Convening it improved the event management skills of coaches.  

- 12 student volunteers are going to visit USA for two weeks in May 2019 at Kids Play International 
organized experience sharing session with KPI coaches20  

                                                           
19 Tailor made IECs field tested July 2017 and mass produced in November 2017 
20 Summary of progress 
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- 5 coaches participated at Premier Skills, community football coaching course sponsored by British 
Council and Premier League 

- 1 female student participated at Cambodia football for mine risk education workshop 2016 March  
- 5 coaches selected and again sent for same workshop to Laos 2017 April  

Key activity 13. Organize program review and lesson learnt workshop with local and key stakeholders, 
working committee and students (university, local government departments and get feedback for further 
development of the project 
Three program review meetings were convened in October 2017 and January 2018 and 2019 (Please see the 
meeting minutes of latter in Annex 8) 

Key activity 14. Organize stakeholder meeting and explore collaborative opportunities with peace and 
development actors in Kayin State 

- Organized lessons on community peace and reconciliation in July 2016 Hpa-an21 

Key activity 15. Disseminate program review report to key stakeholders  
Received excellent remarks from Laureus donor to the narrative and financial reports, and accepted 
relocation of funding 

Key activity 16. Conduct village level advocacy and coordination meeting with local authorities and 
community elders in selected post-conflict area 
Meetings conducted in Hto Kaw Koe camp, Kahtiti Village, Upper Paing Kyone were of particular interest as 
these sites conditioned diverse from other project sites 

Key activity 17. Conduct mini-study in project area about affected community’s voice and reaction to 
Myanmar peace and reconciliation process 
Project sustainability mentioned at the agreement with UEFA22:  Locally relevant FB skills reaching out to 
communities at no cost and less time, intending them to be leaders and change agents towards broader (post 
conflict affected) community engagement, cross disseminate to local ethnic armed groups EAG to empower 
them to deliver same activities and formulate self-driven peace programs. This result was driven by project 
design of innovative service learning for creating youth oriented interactive teaching and learning approach, 
dually opportunistic to social; service providers allowed by EAGs to continue delivering such services while 
interim the political dialogue across the country 

Key activity 18. Conduct message development and field testing to be culturally appropriate promotion 
materials for social cohesion, peace and reconciliation in project area 
Please see 4 Project pamphlets distributed all along the Gala Days, State level events and project advocacy 
meetings 

Key activity 19. Deliver football-based grassroots peace and reconciliation programs at selected post-
conflict and conflict vulnerable area in Kayin State led by trained university students during their university 
holiday breaks 
Trainer’s debriefing report contained answers to the questions on 1. What worked well, 2. What did not work 
well, 3. Concepts and components participants seemed understand well, 4. Not understand, 5. How to do 
differently? This window let evaluation to visualize events, barriers and lessons from the field. For example, 
Football summer camps and Football clinics were reciprocal.  

Key activity 20. Organize community football gala day and fair-play football festivals with participation of 
local community s their initiatives and deliver peace, reconciliation, and social cohesion messages promote 
fair-play values     
Amongst FUn convened, 29 site-based 41 events in 6 Kayin townships, the evaluation team during 
observation and conversation to audience did not face anyone staying in silo and reservation, hate speech, 
non-interest and dislikes. Majority of them understood and accepted that student lead (no referee) fair play 
could minimize disputes and construct unity and friendship.  

                                                           
21 Summary of progress 
22 Summary of progress 
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Evaluation key questions  
A. Analyzing the results obtained at the time of the evaluation with respect to the project’s goal, outcomes 

and outputs  

- What visible/evident results have emerged from the project implementation and its outcomes? 
Some remarks from community elders, parents, teachers, trainer volunteer’s worth attention here; 

“This is good practice, as it attracts children to admit on mistakes, and train him or her able to clarify 
rights and wrongs, practice to stamina and hard work, participate at playing and participate at 
discussion, solve the problems, involve both male and female thus less chance to discriminate gender 
means, teams were split by body built or weight, standard and regulates not to enforce, bully and act 
by time. It will lead further work of trainer and principal to mold into development and gradual 
improvement.”  

“Day 3 Carry football lesson: two players are instructed to carry at angle of waist, angle of shoulder 
and angle of neck together to carry football. They do and they understand the mutual strength and 
synergy to make it happen. One best is not useful to make it happen, it needs both work and 
interaction. That will lead to collective actions. Verbal instruction is made while playing the football 
not to injure others.  Help rise if fall and solve by dialogue, admit on faults, and judge what is doable 
or not. This will lead life skill of not taking upper hand and bully youngsters and less might.”  

“Mutual understanding: Only few days. Regular time. Not impacting schooling and studies. Think of 
injury when drawing near to examination. And will continue after all. Children exposed to 
communication lessons and relationships. It will let networking. Parents should aware of this 
important aspect, if they follow and will reduce the collective cost. Natives should invest and take 
responsibility of seasonal matches especially in December.” Discussed 2 times   

- Describe the project results and report any deviations from what was planned at startup.  
Integrated model finetuned during midterm program review  

- Analyze, if necessary, the methodological choices and how they influence the results.  
Advocacy to State Education Department which instructed village level middle and high schools to 
host the trainings. The geographical choices came mostly from knowledge and relationship of MRCS 
and education officials that community did not have chance to know about the project and send EOI.  

- Take the indicators as presented in the project logical framework, examine how these indicators 
were collected and calculated and, if necessary, propose additional indicators.  
Do not think the project would need more indicators in next round of review 

- Analyze risks and assumptions identified in the project logical framework, together with the 
monitoring carried out by the project.  
As risk mitigation, replaced Kawkayeik instead of Hlaing Bwe DKBA 5 (refused to become BGF, hence 
fighting continued) testified as right decision.  

The project strictly follows do no harm policy and practice at all of its activities in the target 
community.  

Project design was evolved as the project team to understand the relationship of power, and how its 
relationship affecting the project process and outcomes. Conflict sensitive trainings do no harm to 
the local situation of conflict, diverse races and religion, which prioritize local knowledge to peace 
building. Design became flexible as action research to adapt changing needs, strategies and 
approaches.  

- What is the cumulative effect of the project in relation to the situation of the beneficiaries in 
general (including positive, negative, primary and secondary long-term effects produced by the 
action, directly or indirectly, intended or unintended impacts)?   
Given project budget, reaching to over 4900 communities are value to money, given the nature of 
the project.  
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- What are the wider effects of the project on individuals, different gender groups, communities and 
institutions? 
As the project focused on the youth-involvement was in social cohesion, racial harmony and 
reconciliation works, their direct involvement was a priority, youth-to-youth mentoring process was 
central element of the project as well; university youth inspired and mentor local high school level 
youth though football-based activities. The activities were specially designed to promote inter-group 
engagement and contact, provided healthy space for youth and local community to engage each 
other and shared values and responsibilities via football gala day and festivals. Initial of 5 days 
exposure to football training incorporating envying and ambitioning into leadership “university 
graduate football champions serving as coaches” with fundamental principles of social cohesion, 
unity and friendship. At the same time, their parents noticed sports as important part of “outstanding 
education”.   

B. Relevance of the project  

- Is the project in line with local needs and priorities of the target population?   
Teachers discussed that their children getting improved at public relations and leadership.  

- Has the project design and implementation been appropriate to meet the social cohesion needs of 
the target groups?   
Initially, its activities were appropriate to meet the needs of the target groups, but it would need 
township, inter-school, State level to wider dissemination.  

- Did the project successfully reach out in addressing the needs of women and youth/children and 
other vulnerable groups?  
FUn experienced that 40% of women and girls participated as players coaches and life skill facilitators, 
hence project would dig out the voices of mothers in conflict areas23  

The coaches were gender equal, though only two women participated at committee out of 14.  

The M&E recorded beneficiaries being 30% refugees, 10% orphans, 50% socially deprived children, 
with 20-25% involvement of girls 

- Relevance of school-based coaching 
8 lessons and ongoing interaction with trainers make students as trainees make; 

Graduate trainers a model for their ambition “They would like to become “university champion” 

They were willing to follow discipline, seen at their seriousness to get minus score at the match, thus 
they are not reluctant to admit their fault, get touching football with hand. This follow their daily life. 
They mostly are less talkative, but they became more responded to their elder’s instruction or advices 
and their explanation on their actions became more transparent, in other words, they became more 
responsible. 

They became easier to show up, complying and interactive 
They built code of conduct while loving sports 
They got more friendship interschool 
Female became more mobilized and encouraged 
Team spirit and time management good 
Setting long term goals  
The football served as good bridging to dreaming university life, thus more students discussed they 
will endure this school student life 
3rd and 4th standard students expecting and mentally determined to play next year, willing to meet 
with trainers 
Badminton and boxing were second most favorite sports in Kayin after football 

  

                                                           
23 Summary project history 3, Paungku 
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C. Effectiveness of the Project  

- Were the planned results achieved and did the outputs lead to the intended outcomes?  
Hitting youth student was core and improved leadership skills of coaches were prime to continue, 
expand other geographies. Unavoidable formalities were less value of money.  

- Which project activities have had the greatest positive effect, and which had the least effect?   
Geographically, coverage in Kawkayeik township was the most widespread and there were no 
activities in Thandaung Gyi township. Although latter was one township in total 7 in Kayin State, it is 
not on common access route to Hpa-an city, thus project could not invest its resources in due time.  

- Assess appreciation of the program by the beneficiaries as well as their participation for various 
level in the project cycle  
There is anticipation that behavior intention and equipping leadership could be seen in later part of 
these students’ life.  

- Were the project’s football-based education methods appropriate to achieve behaviors change?  
Mentoring needs more interaction than field-based conversation. But this was a lot of work.  

- Was the operation successful in reaching the most isolated/marginalized communities within the 
target area?  
Yes, should do wider reach than reaching out to KNUs etc. 

- Was the established monitoring system adequate to provide oversight and steer the 
implementation?  
M&E tools and reporting forms extensively used in the project served as secondary literature 

o Registration form 
o Attendance record 
o Feedback form 
o EOI for university students to volunteer 
o Coach profile 
o Coach Key performance indicators 
o Session planning template of coaches 
o Coaching checklist 
o Coaching diary 
o End of project report by coach 
o Supervisor checklist 
o Supervisor feedback form to volunteer coaches 
o Project Steering committee meeting minutes 
o Advocacy meeting report template 
o Program progress report template  
o Signed by the chair, secretary and assistant secretary to Paungku at project proposal  

The project used Paungku reporting format narrative for two progresses – January to June, and June 
to end August 2016.  

M&E preferred conflict sensitive performance measurement, built learning process for project staff 
and volunteers hence technical transfers began awarded and promoted appreciation, augmented by 
sharing of experiences and skills in this setting. The M&E recorded beneficiaries being 30% refugees, 
10% orphans, 50% socially deprived children, with 20-25% involvement of girls 

- Are beneficiaries satisfied with the assistance provided? What real difference does the project 
make to the beneficiaries?  
Community involvement in cash and in kind was very different from other Karen beneficiaries. Since 
more than 300 projects reaching communities providing education at present in Kayin State, every 
session of an hour needs an average of a dollar worth incentive for opportunity cost. Projects were 
destroying value system of communities by these direct and incentive payments.  
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D. Effectiveness of the coaching model 

- There is no frontier in politics and religion, badges are not important 

- 15-30% of students still in touch with at least one trainer, on phone, visiting Hpa-an 

- This is not the actual football field, I would like to get skills and score at typical football field, and I 
would like to play with referees, this will not bring me, at least to the inter-school football match. I 
am also willing to play in the actual football team of 11 

- I don’t think football match and peace altogether, of course they come and join, they go back and 
remain their wants and reservation as before, this is short term change. You never regard if you meet 
them on the table at the peace negotiation, you will get them hand.  

- Having no referee sounds awkward to parents, this somehow leads them to come to festival day, 
then they enjoy with understanding 

- Big gender empowerment project than sports, as you will never see this load of girls  

- One village administrator just echoed his school principal’s points, as they did not properly 
understand the process, and realize football and disturbing to student examination scores and 
parents pocket money. They saw Kyat 10,000 cost of buying boots as costly and less affordable 

- Trainers exposed to minimum of 2 trainings to maximum of 14 trainings (Average 5). Of the 27 met 
in the group, 14 are fine to listen and understand usual English conversation. Majority scored 
“football certainly make friendship” as 8 out of 10. 18% had potential to move another job. 50% said 
they still had contact with some trainee students, regardless of gender of both trainers and trainees. 
60% happened to translate football skills into social and development issues during the training on 
football ground. 50% thought other non-project villages will get spill over and participate if they got 
chance. 50% thought only 4 days football training was short. 60% would like to bring outstanding 
player students to Thailand and do goodwill matches. Most thought that school should compete at 
the township level and thus broader social cohesion should be seen. Who was also staff shared 
wonderful behavior change over life, making friends and continued relationship, in particular public 
relationship and presenting skill? Being in the team, gender issue is no longer, female staff disclosed, 
now we have all genders, and all are fine, she said.  

- Even in the village audience there are some variations, naïve and uninterested parents were seen in 
KISG. Some villagers expect less regarding the skills of the trainers, regardless of gender. They 
explained that how come these people were able to serve as trainers once they received few days 
training by international or what so ever. Some principals in the start were not willing, afterwards, 
they were welcome, Chaung Taung experience of seeing is believing.   

- Ka-htie-hti: the best teachers parents association in the eye of evaluation consultant. They all 
regarded football as best medium of enhancing friendship, they also prioritize volleyball, badminton 
as common sports (not boxing) Best part of football in this model, they regard as no blame and 
shouting rude. They expressed that there are football trainers at the village, like retired military 
sergeant and track and field selected, but they all agreed past trainers were most alluring.  

- Problem and outlet from language barrier was presented by coach trainers during three sessions with 
them. They claimed that though KG and 2nd standard students included in Thatkara village, language 
in Burmese language was not a problem, though it is likely for you (trainer) to meet the silence 
(meaning audience knew what the trainer was talking about) Communication may be a problem to 
only some students who are more reserved and childish, as appearance. Trainers advised to bring 
some village administrators to the committee. They confessed that only one in five trainers are Red 
Cross members hence Red Cross in terms of coverage was not important.  

- MRCS: advised to take resume of outstanding players so that player can grow. Most trainers were 
committed, that was core of the program getting success. Still prefer university as a base. MRCS 
thought it is relevant as first aid is core, to relieve pain and suffering during the football match.   
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Specific Issues  
1. How did the project adapt to the changing context in Kayin State?  

- Four months grace period: coincided with project entering social business (enterprising) mode, and  
- KNU quitting from NCA 
- MRCS shadow: military like drills, uniform system and brigades are hindrance in the States especially 

in Shan State to communities to stay away from it. Karen context, marginalization and isolation under 
badges    

2. Did the project develop an exit strategy and to what extent are the project’s achievements likely to 
continue after the project ends?  
Putting all resources into trainers: 
- to serve training 
- to provide camping and accommodation by utilising football centre’s facilities 
- to convene inter-village, youth, township matches 
- to prioritize female in sports  
- to continue building friendship, social cohesion and peace 
- to market this package to wider audience using social business idea. 

3. What efforts were made to ensure that the approach used in the project was participatory and creating 
ownership in the communities? Were these successful? How are these efforts monitored? 
- Has behavior by staff / partner organizations sent implicit messages that reinforce dynamics of 

conflict (e.g., impunity, discrimination, non-transparency, lack of respect, hostility / aggression, etc.)? 
- Misunderstanding only.  
- Departments willing to offer jobs to footballers, and expected support should start form school, they 

wonder 
- Span of trainers staying at the villages are rather short 
- Should do during summer as 60% of students came from more remote villages than where school is 

situated 
- Training is while playing than listening. Children are happier out of classroom 
- The range of standard than the age of the footballers, it was regarded that 8th, 9th standards to enter 

training is fine, while advising primaries should be trained 
- Non-project villages were willing to participate: Wai Shan village: 3 neighborhood villages and five 

other Shan villages are willing to take part. 4 villages around Kele also. Better economy this year, so 
30 villages in KISG willing to participate. 4 villages around 33 Su would like to participate  

- Exposure to other football matches and being selected: 3 from Waishan and 1 from Htee Pa Law  
- Most villages are fine to host lunch for 250 eaters in the afternoon 

4. What will remain the unfulfilled social cohesion needs in the target area after the operation and what 
further initiatives are being planned or implemented to ensure sustainability to best address these 
needs?   
- See Social enterprising model in early 2019 

5. Identify lessons learned and make recommendations for future projects in the same area or to support 
replication and/or scale up more broadly in Myanmar. 
Football united Myanmar aimed to introduce community-based activities for the purpose of maximizing 
the impact of the project in the conflict-affected community. However, one of the key challenges they 
faced was a lack of interest from some communities. Football united recognized that they needed to 
improve community engagement and did so by carefully approaching community representatives and the 
project steering committee in January 2017 and organized a program review and planning workshop with 
them. This was then followed by a series of community planning meetings at 18 project sites in 5 
townships in February, March, May and June 2018. The workshops and community meetings successfully 
transferred ownership of the program to the local community. This was evidenced by local authorities 
from 6 out of 18 project sites (double the number that were expected) agreeing to host community 
football coaching courses and recruit local volunteers to initiate the community-based activities at nearby 
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villages. The community-based activities were not running smoothly. Furthermore, the project area was 
gradually expanded with local initiatives and activities can be seen as year-round activities in project sites 
(Quarter 2 2018).  

Challenges (Please also see “Threats” in Annex 8) 

1. To get qualified and competent staff for the project officer position  
Received 13 applications for the position after announcement via public and NGO job advertisement 
media and identified qualified staff for the position at the final interview.  The position is funded by 
Paung-ku organisation and salary for the position in the budget is MMK 400,000/month but salary 
negotiation was reached to MMK 600,000/month. Because of limited budget in Paung-Ku fund, have 
to use Laureus budget’s personal cost for increase of MMK 200,000/month for the project officer 
position.  (the challenge has been presented in quarter, but it is included in this report as it is still 
applicable in the quarter 2 and 3.) 

2. To get committed university student volunteers for the program 
In the pilot phase in 2016, there was 30% drop-out rate among student volunteers at the time of 
project implementation in post-conflict villages.  In order to avoid high volunteer drop-out rate, 
project team and project steering committee provided project orientation session to university 
faculty staff and selection criteria for recruitment of student volunteers for the project.  In addition 
to that project steering committee organised project orientation day in the Hpa-an University for 
students who are interested to take part in the project. The orientation day helped the students to 
make their decision to join the project and strong commitment to their volunteering services to the 
community.  (the challenge has been presented in quarter 1 report, but it is included in this report as 
it is still applicable in the quarter-2 and 3. 

3. Bad weather of late monsoon 
While the project implementation gained high momentum in early November 2017, the late 
monsoon wet weather hit Kayin state and made the project team difficult to access project sites in 
remote area.  As usual practice and standard procedure, the project team followed advice from local 
authorities, school principals and the project steering committee to cancel monitoring visits in 
advance and replaced with their plan-B, planning in-house capacity building activities, review records 
and update database. 

4. Working with semi-professionals 
The project steering committee recruited 4 university student coaches as part-time staff for the 
project with aim to cover lack of project officer position.  As it was part of the project’s aim to increase 
employability of participating university student volunteers, the project consultant agreed the 
decision and prepared plan-b to fill up the gap between practices of the semiprofessional staff and 
the project’s accountability on quality, effectiveness and Efficiency. It was a nightmare for project 
consultant to be able to maintain quality, accountability and liability of the project committed to its 
donors. The project director made extra visits to Myanmar and spent more time in Myanmar at every 
visit to fill up the gap; and built the staff capability. 
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Value for Money  
Partner Funded year  Timeline Budget in US$ 

Laureus  2017, 2018 January 2017 to December 2018 100,000 

PSF Peace Support Fund 2017, 2018 May 2017 to August 2018 68,037 

Paung Ku 2017 May to December 2017 10,199 

UEFA foundation for children 2018, 2019 2018 January to December 59,563 

 

Projects working under the title of peace were, unlike other social and development ones, relatively more 
expensive given the initiative could reverse perusal of conflicts. This whole budget over three project years 
could be realized as value to money one, valuable action research on human resource, community leadership 
and accountability. The more the achievements could be realized, the further it reaches out to other 
geographies.   

Used Myanmar Kyat 43 lakh to deliver 80 coaches than what was headcount 40 and expanded 53,750 Kyat 
instead of 107,50024. Only 50 were planned but selected more as to cover more project sites.  

Project staff salaries were less than real time salary of other NGOs. Travel and overnight stay belong to local 
NGO rates. Committee meetings were held at store of MRCS. Football fields belonged to school compound 
of chosen villages. Accommodation was mostly provided by villages. Expressed budget total 237,800 did not 
include piloting of model in 2016 and meeting of UNSW with Hpa-an officials. FUn served as shared 
experience regarding social, humanitarian and development themes around football. There was no salary 
accounted for Committee. Rental of international coach were based on direct costs thus not costly.  

How had the project choices regarding where to work, partnerships, beneficiaries, staff and timing affected 
key sources of tension and opportunities for peace in the area?  

The most beauty of the project being able to tap funding from several funding agencies, as some being related 
to football arts, able to cross disseminate football skills and planning skills to the project  

V. RECOMMENDATIONS 

1) This successful model of reversing conflict using football as a tool to social cohesion and peace is to be 
cross fertilized into other geographical areas of Myanmar towards more collective efforts to putting 
local youth as leaders and accountable change agents  

2) Advises existing project staff and part-time coaches to invest all their time and efforts to make 
“sustainable business model” of Shwe Done Yin Football camp happen. This exit strategy of 3 years 
project will answer question on long term success for the project 

3) While existing manual and system of coaching are considered user friendly, appropriate and effective, 
coaches are advised to put their explanation of football skills translated into social and development 
skills, make more understanding and practice by students 

 

VI. ANNEXES 

  

                                                           
24 See summary of progress 2016-17  
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Annex I 
 

Proposal: End of Project - Independent Evaluation 

Football-based Social Cohesion, Grassroots Peacebuilding and Reconciliation in Kayin State, Myanmar 

Football United 
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Annex II 
 

M&E tools and reporting forms used in the project 
- Registration form 
- Attendance record 

- Feedback form 

- EOI for university students to volunteer 

- Coach profile 

- Coach Key performance indicators 

- Session planning template of coaches 

- Coaching checklist 

- Coaching diary 

- End of project report by coach 

- Supervisor checklist 

- Supervisor feedback form to volunteer coaches 

- Project Steering committee meeting minutes 

- Advocacy meeting report template 

- Program progress report template  

- Signed by the chair, secretary and assistant secretary to Paungku at project proposal  

  
Used Paungku reporting format narrative for two progresses Jan to June, and June to end August 2016.  
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Annex III 
 

Summary project history (Generated from project files) 
 

(1) Summary progress: 2016-17 

- Collected 80 volunteers from Hpa-an University, both students and graduates, trained them, despite 

the decision to screen till down to 50.  

- Decided to bring in international trainer UNSW.  

- June 21 project launching in Hpa-an attended by State level ministers and MRCS in addition to 

professors of uni.  

- Using community coaching licensed Australia FB federation’s manual  

- Workshop on planning and M&E 

- Community planning meetings – Kawkareik,  

- Lessons on community peace and reconciliation in July Hpa-an 

- FB festival in August 2016 in Hpa-an University modelling for intended fair play matches processing 

experience gain, communications, collaborations, costing for uniforms, transport, building trust, 

mutual respect, value to project activities. Convening fair play FB matches in August 14, thus 

improving event management skills of coaches 

- Specific selection of coach trainers from the conflict affected and impacted areas – 10 persons. Facing 

forces and constraints, decided to mainstream yet selected 80 trainers to be sent out to community 

villages.  

- Conducted practical field-based trainings to schools in 5 project sites (out of yet planned 3, further 

added 2)  

- Key achievement: remarks from BGF, KNU, Chief Minister at committing the project, especially CM 

saw the project as countering the hate speech in the State 

- Efficiency: used 43 Lakh to deliver 80 coaches while only 40 planned, expended 53750 Kyat instead 

of 107500 K.  

- Sense of ownership: 100 per cent donation from the volunteers, OD: collective leadership, vision, 

structural ownership yet formed at the beginning of the project  

- 1:1 Gender equality of coaches 

- Complex context and sensitive content  in the multiple stakeholders, in the area of sports, education, 

peace and reconciliation, area tranquility, supporting by the local armed group and state level 

government in the varying degree of involvement, coordination and cooperation facing the big 

challenge of university doing “cultural peace” work by collaborating with outside organization while 

appropriating the university student in the historical responsibility to be leaders of the communities  

- Risk mitigation: replaced Kawkayeik instead of Hlaing Bwe DKBA5 (refused to become BGF, hence 

fighting’s happened in between) testified as right decision. After three months concerns decreased  

- Key challenges: facing the bigger demands than the forecasted (e.g. 5 instead of 3 project sites), 

DKBA 5 (stated earlier) 

- Lessons learnt: less experience of the project staff and working committee in the complex context, 

showing weak financial, reporting skills 

 
(2) Organization profile: FB based youth development committee 

Later known as Project Steering Committee  
Based at MRCS store, in Hpa-an city, no membership system 
Objectives: 
-  lateral and vertical coordination fostered by University and MRCS 

- Mainstream female participation 
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Event: 
5 participated at Premier skills – Community FB coaching course sponsored by British Council  
One female student participated at Cambodia FB for mine risk education workshop 2016 March 
5 selected and again sent for same workshop type to Laos 2017 April  
 

(3) September 2017 to January 2018 report to Paungku 

- Project advocacy in Kya In Seik Gyi township, Myawaddy township, further in Kawkayeik township, 

and Hlaing bwe township 

- Rolled out further trainings in October 2016, in addition to USA based 2 coaches training on “FB for 

social impact” 

- 3 days Socio-mobilization by national consultant, and Project Cycle Management in November and 

December 2016 

- Basic accounting course by Hpa-an Rehabilitation center sponsored by ICRC 

- Program review workshop in Hpa-an  

- Delivered 73 coaches by October 2017  

- Delivered training to 1,331 school youth in four townships, they participated 14 school gala days  

- October 2017, Regional football for peace festivals participated by KISG 361, MWD 200, KKR 371  

- Conducted end line evaluation to coach’s university students and graduates, measured sense of 

belonging, civic attitude, social connectedness, and positive youth and community connection & 

involvement. (variance 1.5, 0.1, 1.1, 0.5, and 0.3) with 35 MSC stories 

- 3 stories attached at: A disable participant with academic inspiration Phoo Mu, A student group with 

diverse background, Paing Kyone, and Community Ownership that high school teacher joining the 

coaching course.  

- Tailor made IEC materials, posters and flipcharts produced, field tested and used in April and July 

2017 with mass production in November 2017 

- Key challenges: getting qualified and competent coaches, committed university volunteers and bad 

rains in October 2017  

- Lessons learnt: working with semi-professionals (recruiting and working with part time 4 university 

student coaches, was nightmare to roll out quality, accountability and liability hence extra visits 

assigned) 

- 12 student volunteers visited US for two weeks at Kids Play International organized experience 

sharing session with KPI coaches 

 
(4) Program application to Laureus 

- Beneficiaries 3600, requested 50,000 EUR, granted in November 2016 

- Reported biannual in January-June 2017  

- Project advocacies 

- 6 attended Laos mine risk education and FB coaching April 2017 

- Pilot program review workshop January 2017 

- Steering meeting April 2017 

- Recruiting project officer out of 13 applications. Started co-paying by Paungku and Laureus line salary 

of Project Officer 

- Pretesting of IEC materials  

- 13 students attending residential coach educator course June 2017 

- Summer FB coaching clinic May 2017 5 high school weekly FB based peace promotion program July 

2017 
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- 30 per cent drop out of 80 coaches (2016) (explanation of what steering committee did was not clear, 

like project orientation session and selection criteria, already existed?)  

- Faced changes at monthly part time salary of Project Director and his needful travel flying cost to and 

from Myanmar, subject Paungju contribution to Project officer post, adjusted further chunk from 

Laureus) clearly explained in financial reporting  

- Received “excellent remark forms the Laureus donor to the narrative and financial reports, which 

accepted the relocation of funding 

- Collective annual report in January 2018 reflecting all of Jan to June 2017 achievements 

- 9 capacity building trainings 

- 8 regular FB coaching and peace building discussion for 18 sites 

- 18 special events 

- Pre-post comparison of indicators measured and reported: Civic attitude, social connectedness, 

responsible choices, sense of belonging scales  

- 3 outcomes: project steering committees and key stakeholders have improved capacity to deliver 

project activities; Student volunteers increased confidence and knowledge to deliver grassroots 

peace building and reconciliation activities; and young people have an improved outlook towards 

others; have achieved: 90%, 95%, 98% & 92% 

- 2909 people benefitted directly against 2500 targeted,  

124 university students exposed directly against 84 planned 
3770 spectators and audiences participated FB gala days, festivals and special events against 3600 
planned 

- Reaching to having 14 in trustee and advisory board, 6 staff and 162 volunteers  

- Demography of volunteer coaches 79% Karen, 3% Mon, 2% PaO and 1% Shan, 89% Buddhist and 10% 

Christian 

- Demography of student players 67% Karen, 2% Mon, 3% Shan, 92% Buddhist and 6% Christians 

(80 student volunteers and 1826 all student players were new by this reporting period) 
- In addition to semi-annual Child protection, team leader, FB for social impact trainings, annual review 

workshop delivered attended by 38, 80, 79, 35 attended  

- 14 villages-based FB for post conflict area in October led by 73 coaches towards 1331 middle school 

student participants  

- Coaching of community volunteers to 19 teachers and 16 villagers in August 2017 

- Laureus donor remarked detail information and its quality and ALL GREEN on grant performance, 

grant compliance, grant learning, overall feedback and future actions suggested sections 

 
(5) UEFA 2018 January -19 December 24 months agreement  

- Same objective and 3 specific objectives  

- Same 3: community consultation meetings, OD and Evaluation and Dissemination of FB for peace 

activities agreed 

- Budged 203,000 EUR  

- Organizations involved: Hpa-an University, State MRCS, State Education Dept, Participating schools, 

- Project sustainability mentioned at the agreement:  Locally relevant FB skills reaching out to 

communities at no cost and less time, intending them to be leaders and change agents towards 

broader (post conflict affected) community engagement, cross disseminate to local ethnic armed 

groups EAG to empower them to deliver same activities and formulate self-driven peace programs. 

This result is driven by project design of innovative service learning for creating youth oriented 

interactive teaching and learning approach, dually opportunistic to social; service providers allowed 
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by EAGs to continue delivering such services while interimming the political dialogue across the 

country 

- Impact of funding has been measured by indicators: # of stakeholders, capacity strengthening 

trainings sessions to University student volunteers, community coaches, and # peace building 

discussions by community coaches and # of special events  

- The agreement also recognizes mobilization and establishment of community FB center inclusive of 

FB field and multipurpose hall, given one community leader donated 2.5-acre land @ Hpa-an, which 

will serve as social business hence booster to community engagement, ownership and sustainability.  

- Partnerships  

Partner Funded year  Timeline 

Laureus  2017 2018 January to December 

PSF Peace Support Fund 2017 May 2017 to August 2018 

Paung Ku 2017 May to December 2017 

- Decision making:  

First line – project staff and volunteers 
Second line – Key implementing partners Hpa An University and State MRCS in terms of project 
steering committee 
Third line – Program Director consultant and advisory role to steering committee 
FB UNITED decides at organization level 
SPHCM of UNSW at project support role 
Overall funding arranged by UNSW Grant Management Office  

- Demography: beneficiaries 421,545,  

40% of children (<18 years) attending the schools, 21% are < 10 years, total population of Kayin State 
1.3M, 25% has no formal education, 43% completed primaries, 19% completed secondary education 
and 7% completed high school, 3% only are university graduates 

- Project evolved design: the project team to understand the relationships of power, and how its 

relationship affecting the project process and outcomes.  Conflict sensitive trainings do no harm to 

the local situation such as conflict, diverse races and religions, which prioritize local knowledge to 

peace building. Design is flexible as action research to adapt changing needs strategies and 

approaches. M&E prefers conflict sensitive performance management, build learning process for 

project staff and volunteers hence technology transfers begins awarded and promoted appreciation, 

augmented by sharing of experiences and skills in this setting.  

- Number of beneficiaries being 1,001 rural communities, 30% refuges, 10% orphans, 50% socially 

deprived children, with 25-50% involvement of girls, with other 1,001 indirect beneficiaries being 

parents, families, community, university and high school academics 

- FB United experienced that 40% of women and girls participated as players coaches and life skill 

facilitators, hence project will dig out the voices of mothers in conflict areas  

- The project budget recognizes 22% of budget for OD 

- PSF Paung Se Facility (Peace Support Fund) May 2017 to August 2018, extended to end 2018 recently. 

2019: project works with UEFA and Laureus funding  
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Annex IV 
Attachment: Project activity and data   

 
Paper handouts: Project activity and data Table 1-16  
Table 1: Sites and participants 
Table 2: Football courses Community based 
Table 3: Football courses University based 
Table 4: Summer program grassroots program 
Table 5: Regular grassroots program 
Table 6: Regular grassroots program 
Table 7: Regular grassroots program 
Table 8: School or community football gala day 
Table 9: Regional football festival 
Table 10: Regional football festival 
Table 11: Regional football festival 
Table 12: Regional football festival 
Table 13: Regional football festival 
Table 14: Regional football festival 
Table 15: School or community  
Table 16: School or community 
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Annex V 
Most Significant Changes (MSC) 

 
MSC 1. Taung Kalay Karen Traditional Wrist-tying festival’s Fair play football tournament 26 August 2018 

In the video clip, boy was seen sitting with tears, he came from s0 called home in the village. But he lived in 
isolation and nutritionally deprived because he never experienced “care giving and care givers” around him. 
His parents died during his infancies and he was posted in abandoned torn hut in periphery of village 
monastery. He unexpectedly witnessed what was known as community event, he was present at the match 
though was not invited as a guest, but he possessed collective opportunity to get fun while what he named 
as his friends, the village students led the match. He was happy and that drew tears out my eyes, he said. He 
was limited in saying Burmese; that needed translation.  

This was event of total 12 teams, meeting in 5 matches, in other words, 100 household of this village meet 
in the past 60 years, never before. “I don’t think who can play like me for five matches. It needs commitment 
and that everybody should be able to play like him. It is fun to play. We have only played with referee. Now 
no reference, and no linesmen. Since we were young, we now see new experience. We did not get first prize, 
now we get first price.” Lagamyin VT matches, explained by Community match player.  

Taung Ga Lay Sayadaw, while watching and giving awards, made some comments, witnessed. “Healthy 
emotional hearts, this night is successful and full of smiles, happiness and graceful. It is not solely the success 
of committee, collective success of State government and other stakeholders. It is first time of its kind. The 
teams were not in greed of price. Though I have visited this match before not in person, but my mind travels 
several times here, hence could feel those exercising and preparing for the match in the field. Reviewing the 
results will strengthen preparation for the next steps. Not putting anger at the front, but mercy, compassion 
and sympathy for the region”.  

Karen State Ethnics affairs minister said “no referee, no lines men. Collective effort that matches are 
happening in Karen State, would like to convene this tournament again”. 

Mae Baung Villager said “Would like to meet you all again. Because of fierce rain, the field is not so good. But 
good heart of players put all water (bad) under the bridge. This is game of no referee. Play with good spirit 
hence there is no fighting”. Zaw Myo Hlaing talked “Spirit and zeal-based competition thus no conflict and 
fighting. If we could convene in several places, it will enhance unity and peace. Thus, it will lead to good team 
spirit and fair play bases”.  

 

MSC 2. The project was working diversity 

The beauty of the project in most remote Hpa Pun town and border semi-insurgent area was wonderful. 
These areas have been very war torn, concentrated KNU patrolling limited exposing its villages and deep 
forest to tour destinations. There were two football festivals, in Kamamaung sub-town and Thakara village, 
the remote minute border village in 2018. In football matches, Muslim Hindi Christian Atheist players and 
watchers made the happy day. The Muslim elder from Parent Teachers Association Katihti village said, “We 
did not have such frontiers, I think we made the day as good as other matches in Karen State did”. This was 
nodded by Mon ethnic Buddhist girl who got the best younger player award during the match. She said, “I 
will continue playing, not matter things are going on”.  

The barely structured village in the border, which even was harder to reach, not even seasonal roads could 
indicate when is the best weather to go there. In this Thakara village, there reside four ethnic groups having 
scanty food, less frequent meal, and only income from bamboo export, since it is isolated poor border village 
of least opportunity, with widespread financial problems to health access, there existed head injury of child, 
met blunt needle three stitches leaving ugly scar. But there was a festival in life that they were owners, 
presenters, players, watchers, and chaired. They never thought that ladies and gentlemen from Hpa-an city 
(because many villagers never been to Hpa-an), but this happened and they prepared best bamboo shoots 
and salty greasy soya sauce throughout the meals, this had been best village hospitality. However, this was 
the most memory of project coaches, and they said they would like to go this village again, as sceneries were 
just the natural beauties.  
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MSC 3. Our lives were set by the badges! 

I was ordinary Karen youth born, grown up and lived in usual Karen village. I moved to town when I studied 
at the State Middle School. Before going to the town, that night, I accidentally knew that my father was 
soldier of Karen National Army. I never saw him wearing uniform in batches, handing gun but noticed him 
disappearing from our home since my early childhood. At the town, I noticed my neighbors on routines, but 
heard stories like my father about working under shadow for the Karen government. I felt like we entered 
into the misty other world where families as defined, illustrated and attended by militias in their language, 
and friendship happiness, these all fell apart. That astounding feeling made me suffered, further created my 
silence and reservation during my university ages. Though I was one usual university student not far from 
others (not more not less) I always felt something fencing in between us i.e. as if wearing virtual uniforms. 
Thus, I never tried to know more of my mere friends, their insights, their emotions, their knowledge etc.  

This project paved me knowing more of structured things, such as university committee, Red Cross members, 
my coordinates, contemporary coaches, assignment into my favorite Karen youth, my translation work of 
Sakaw Karen dialect where need arises and reporting back to my unit. That journey led me layers of 
structured things. I noticed that my make-up changed. Whether it was improved, or worsened, all people 
aside and beside would know. The only make up I changed was the way I look at things. Throughout in my 
life I thought structures as most important. My experience led into arousal was what really important was 
the way you perceive, not the structures defined on earth. This led me knowing more of my colleagues and 
then into other lives, wow the world is live thus wonderful. The more we know about our colleagues, the less 
the barriers and fences are, it is your mindset impeding your learning, so it is you to change yourself to go on 
learning. I determined this and I thought it was a break through.            
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Annex VI 
 

Stage II project description (18 Pages) 
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Annex VII 
 

New design of the project as finalized in reporting Q2 2018 
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Annex VIII 
Findings and SWOT from the program review meeting 

SWOT analysis  
Crosscutting: commitment to social services, protect, coordinate, negotiate, lead, decide, familiarize, secure 
Injury, FA and muscular cramps 

Strengths Weakness 

Categories: data, environment, neighborhood, 
communities, self, students, teachers, parents, 
authorities 
Enabling environment 
Drug education effectiveness 
Health supporting messages – theory and practices 
Ambition to be coach and to be graduated 
Approval from parents 
Self-management skills – saving ad procurement 
Dignity to village and locality  
Data accessibility easier as group of coaches entering 
the village 
Successful in general 
Local collaboration 
Know more about MRCS (orientation) should include FA 
Coaches: self-commitment and accountable 
Child: Increased FB skills, attitude and politeness 
Unity between race and religion 
Students to more learning and improvement  
More friendship collective learning 
Decisiveness, team spirit, harmony, less isolated 
children, take responsibility, in line with instruction and 
arrangement  
Parents should realize where their children are good at  
Commitment to community services (attachment) 
 

Categories: Location, primary students, local context 
similarities and differences, communication, era, 
preparation 
Primary students should be brought into training 
participants as they are easy to mould 
Kamamaung experience, principal let teacher to join, 
boredom, anxiety, competing interest and workload 
Lack of introduction to coaches (communication gap) 
Lessons plan 
Parents concerned about where their children are going 
Teachers thought it is time consuming 
Preparation needs one week  
MRCS is less connected to township MRCS 
Less connected to GAD  
N = 80, now over 100, not enough teaching aids, 
number of trainees 
Football field, distance, season 
Less or varied collaboration from the parents 
Less understanding from parents 
Staff movement (education)  
Flooding make bad field 
Dependence to trainers, not play when they are gone 
Phone local networks 
Operation two staff only able to supervise two sites 
when five in run simultaneously e.g. Pharpun 
Routing and townships level  

Opportunities Threat 

Categories: process, leadership, ad hoc solutions, inter-
village harmony 
Buzzword: to be outstanding, capacity strengthening, 
job opportunities  
Everybody chanced to play 
Envy coaches to playing and being university 
Outstanding players (ywet pone thee)  
Chance to female (gender empowerment)  
Right to choose type of sports 
Skills to problem solving 
At various levels, Village tract, township, state level 
tournaments  
Empower or support physique teaching teacher 
More social and communicating animal  
Opportunity to children 
Job income to coaches temporarily 
 

Space, hall, open space 
Need dollar or kind 
Natural disasters (flooding) knee deep swamp  
Currency exchange rate (against dollar) 
Varying local commitment (variety of helps) and local 
disharmony (self-cooking of food, regards from village 
and administration) 
Cost of family 
Sole responsibility and changing behavior of coaches 
depend on the degree of support, going to alien land,  
Experimentation from trainees to coaches 
Dialect barrier – Sakaw and Poe 
Feeling of being away from home (coaches) 
Threat of shells and bombs 
Health inflicting (loss of voice, drip) 
Coincide with welfare and displacement to other locality 
(administrator listening and decide by the advice of 
other half) 
1. Advocacy and coordination 

2. Revolving Fund raising – traditional donors, package 

and office facilities 

3. Breeding coaches and volunteers, state to district, 

township and university MRCS 

4. Well informed and coordinated arrangements 
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5. Better resource of education department to 

logistical requirements of program 

 
 
 
 
 
Drawbacks 
Mindset and naive GAD (behavior change) 
Recognition from authorities 
Movement of trainers 
Local armed groups, religious youth and political culture 
Of Direct violence, Structural violence and Cultural violence, Football hereby regarded as mitigating cultural 
violence. 2018 December research report indicated lesser activities in this area over national peace activities 
(as insufficient attention to racial harmony). Cultural violence expressed as intolerance, fear, lack of trust, 
stereotyping, discrimination, injustice and prejudice.  
 
Project design: HR and technical knowhow, performance and quality leads to social volunteer power, 
commitment and youth engagement …> transformation ….> reverse violence triangle 
 

1. Piloting project design in three villages 2016 

2. Implementation at 24 sites 2017 

3. Integrating 2018 

4. Social business approach 2019 

5. Self-reliant program 2020 

 


